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The Texas 2030 Committee 

has identifed $3 5 billion in 

needed investment to fund 

the state’s transportation 

infrastructure and mobility needs 

from 2009 through 2030. 

Even by the most 

optimistic estimates,  

available revenue will 

barely cover half that need. 
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By 2025, according to the Transportation Research Board (TRB), 
government regulation and continued increases in  uel prices could 
cut  uel consumption in the U.S. by 20 percent. This  act, combined 
with increasingly  uel-efcient and alternative- uel vehicles and the 
$315 billion in needs identifed by Texas 2030 Committee, demon-
strate the inadequacy o  the  uel tax as a viable long-term  unding 
mechanism  or maintaining and expanding highways in the Lone 
Star State. 

One alternative  unding mechanism is the vehicle mileage  ee. This 
is a  ee assessed on every mile driven on the roadway by a vehicle, 
rather than on every gallon o   uel purchased. As such, the  ee’s as-
sessment more accurately refects actual road usage compared to 
the  uel tax. 

Various agencies at the local, state, and  ederal levels have begun 
assessing the efcacy o  vehicle mileage  ees as a replacement or 
supplemental  unding mechanism. Implementing vehicle mileage 
 ees would  undamentally change how road users pay  or use o  the 
road network and how maintenance and expansion o  that network 
is  unded. Thus, there are numerous issues and challenges  acing 
proponents o  this alternative. These issues include but are not lim-
ited to: 

• Shaping policy related to the implementation o  the new  ee, 

• Creating the technological architecture that supports imple-
mentation, and 

• Addressing public concerns about a new  ee. 

This primer provides an overview o  vehicle mileage  ees and is 
structured to highlight and illuminate a number o  diferent topics: 

• Frequently asked questions about vehicle mileage  ees, 

• Long-term concerns with the current  uel tax system, 

• The argument  or vehicle mileage  ees, 

• Experiences with mileage  ees and other road pricing strategies 
in the U.S. and abroad, 

• Assessing , collecting, and en orcing vehicle mileage  ees, 

• The public policy questions, and 

• The challenges to implementation, namely the public accep-
tance barriers. 
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 requeNtly 
ASked queStioNS 

What is the fuel tax? 
Federal and state  uel taxes are paid at the pump by consumers when they 
purchase  uel. The  uel tax is the primary  unding mechanism  or the mainte-
nance and expansion o  Texas’ highway in rastructure.  A type o  “use  ee,” the 
tax is levied on the amount o   uel purchased by an individual. 

What’s wrong with the fuel tax? 
The  uel tax is assessed on each gallon o  gasoline sold, not actual roadway 
use, making it, at best, an indirect  unding mechanism. As  uel prices and ve-
hicle  uel efciencies increase,  uel consumption in the U.S. (and, there ore, tax 
revenues generated by it) are expected to drop by 20 percent by 2025. Yet, 
road maintenance and expansion needs continue to increase as our state’s 
population grows, generating an estimated $315 billion in needs through 
2030. A  unding mechanism more directly tied to roadway usage appears to 
be a viable option to meet these needs. 

As fuel prices and vehicle 

fuel efciencies increase, 

fuel consumption in 

the U.S. (and, therefore, tax 

revenues generated by it) 

are e pected to drop  

by 20 percent by 2025. 
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What is a vehicle mileage fee? 
The vehicle mileage  ee, sometimes re erred to as the 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT)  ee, is a  ee  or every mile 
driven on the roadway network. Because its assessment 
more accurately refects road usage, the vehicle mileage 
 ee could more reliably  und maintenance and expansion 
o  Texas roads. 

What are the major issues regarding 
the vehicle mileage fee? 
Issues  acing proponents o  this alternative include but 
are not limited to: 

• Shaping policy related to the implementation o  the 
new  ee, 

• Creating the technological architecture that sup-
ports implementation, and 

• Addressing public concerns regarding the new  ee. 

Would this new fee replace or 
supplement the fuel tax? 
This depends on the goals o  policy makers. Both are 
possibilities. I  supplemented by the vehicle mileage  ee, 
 or example, the  uel tax could act more specifcally as 
an emissions tax, perhaps targeted at reducing pollution 
and improving air quality. There would likely be strong 
public opposition to a new  ee on top o  the old tax, so 
implementing vehicle mileage  ees as a replacement to 
the  uel tax might be the more politically  easible option. 

How will revenue be collected 
and distributed? 
A technological architecture, based on public policy 
implemented by law makers, will determine how  ees are 
collected  rom drivers, and policies adopted by lawmak-
ers will determine how these revenues are distributed. 
I  the  ee replaces the  uel tax, revenues will most likely 
be dedicated to the state highway  und. I  more specifc 
goals are adopted, then policies addressing revenue 
distribution will have to be developed specifc to those 
goals. 

Won’t these fees require you to know 
where and when I’m driving, and 
wouldn’t that violate my privacy? 
Policy will defne what data are collected and how in or-
mation is used and stored. Studies conducted in Oregon 
and at the University o  Iowa demonstrate that data col-
lection can be extremely limited yet provide the in orma-
tion needed to properly assess user  ees. Proper policy 
making on the  ront end can both guarantee a motorist’s 
privacy and secure the data needed to make the system 
work efciently. 

How can drivers be sure that this 
fee will be applied fairly? 
There are numerous issues related to this question, such 
as the question o  regressive taxation on lower-income 
drivers and the perception that individuals living in rural 
areas might have to pay more than those living in urban 
areas. Again, policy makers will ultimately have to address 
these concerns, but there are many potential policy op-
tions available  or doing so. 
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the CurreNt 
SyStem –  

the  uel tAx 

the  uel tAx iS  PAid  at the pump by consumers when they purchase  uel. 
The tax is the primary  unding mechanism  or the maintenance and expan-
sion o  Texas’ highway in rastructure.  A type o  “use  ee,” the tax is levied on 
the amount o   uel purchased by an individual. 

The  ederal  uel tax has been 18.4 cents per gallon since 1993, while the Texas 
state  uel tax has been 20 cents per gallon since 1991. Since the  uel tax is 
originally assessed at the point where  uel is purchased wholesale by a sup-
plier, what motorists pay represents a reimbursement to  uel suppliers and 
distributors. 

Over 80 percent o   unding  or transportation in Texas comes  rom the state 
and  ederal  uel taxes. During 2008 and 2009, state motor  uel tax revenues 
accounted  or 32.1 percent o  state highway  und revenues, and  ederal  unds 
accounted  or 48.6 percent (1). 

How the Fuel Tax System Works 
When a supplier removes  uel  rom a refnery or other wholesale  uel distribu-
tion system, the  uel tax is assessed on the volume removed. From that point, 
each purchaser o   uel, down to the retail level, efectively reimburses every 
entity that had possession o  the  uel be ore them. Thus, whenever a driver 
purchases  uel,  uel tax reimburses the gas station  or the taxes already paid 
on that  uel. 

The  uel tax is relatively cheap to collect at roughly 0.2 percent to 1 percent o  
gross receipts (2, 3, 4). This cost includes administration and en orcement. In 
Texas, one cent o  every dollar in  uel taxes collected is retained by the State 
Comptroller o  Public Accounts  or administration and en orcement eforts. 

Why the Fuel Tax System Will Become Outdated 
Because this tax is on  uel consumed, not roadway used, it is only a proxy 
 or actual road use. The Transportation Research Board estimates that govern-
ment regulations and sustained  uel price increases could drive a 20  percent 
reduction in  uel consumption per vehicle mile by 2025 (5). As vehicle  uel ef-
ciency increases and the market  or alternative  uel vehicles grows, the  uel tax 
system  ails to serve as a reasonable proxy  or road use into the  uture, creating 
a defcit between  unding needed  or road maintenance/expansion and  und-
ing secured through  uel tax revenues. In  act, vehicles using  uels other than 
 ossil  uels, notably electric vehicles, will essentially operate  or  ree on Texas 
roadways i  an alternative to the  uel tax is not adopted. 
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Vehicles using 

fuels other 

than fossil 

fuels, notably 

electric 

vehicles, will 

essentially 

operate for 

free on Texas 

roadways if an 

alternative to 

the fuel tax is 

not adopted. 
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A signifcant 

gap has 

already 

developed 

between 

growth 

in actual 

roadway 

space and 

growth in 

the state’s 

population of 

drivers and 

their vehicles 

There are several primary  actors threatening the long-term sustainability o  
the  uel tax. 

1. An upward trend in  uel efciency due to: 

• Environmental interest in reducing emissions, 

• Strengthening o   ederal environmental regulations, 

• National  interest in reducing reliance on  oreign oil, and 

• Consumer interest in ofsetting the efects o  high  uel prices.  

2. As alternative- uel vehicles gain greater market penetration, a large seg-
ment o  the auto feet will eventually  all outside o  the traditional  uel tax 
collection  ramework. 

3. Fuel taxes are largely a hidden cost to consumers and  ail to send appropri-
ate market signals to drivers, leading to overutilization o  scarce roadway 
resources at peak periods o  the day.  

Furthermore, a signifcant gap has already developed between growth in ac-
tual roadway space and growth in the state’s population o  drivers and their 
vehicles (see Figure 1). This gap will likely increase as  unding  or expansion o  
capacity dwindles. 

The Texas 2030 Committee,  ormed in 2008 to provide an independent assess-
ment o  the state’s transportation in rastructure and mobility needs  rom 2009 
through 2030, has identifed $315 billion in  unding needs over that period 
(see Figure 2) (6). Even by the most optimistic estimates, available revenue will 
barely cover hal  o  that need. 
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Figure 1.  Rates of Growth in Population, Vehicle Registration, and 
Highwa  Lane Miles. (Texas Department of Transportation*) 

*Obtained  rom TxDOT maintained data sources such as the District and County Statistics 
(DISCOS) database and state vehicle and title registration records. 
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*Historically, about 2/3 of urban mobility is the responsibility of the 
state, while the remaining 1/3 is a local responsibility. 

Figure 2.  Needed State Transportation Investment as Identifed b  the Texas 2030 Committee (6). 

These needs do not take into account other, non-highway related services 
provided by the Texas Department of Transportation such as port and 
waterway maintenance and development. 
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If Not a Fuel Tax, Then What? 
One potential answer to these problems is a  ee based on actual roadway 
use. The vehicle mileage  ee, sometimes re erred to as the VMT  ee, is a  ee  or 
every mile driven on the roadway network. 

As one would expect, the prospect o  a wholesale change in the current  orm 
o  taxation  or transportation services comes with a signifcant number o  
questions, challenges, and obstacles, as well as a considerable level o  poten-
tial public resistance. This primer seeks to introduce and explain the concept 
o  the vehicle mileage  ee, raise signifcant issues associated with the concept, 
and explain the technological and implementation challenges associated 
with such a  ee. 
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AN AlterNAtive 
SyStem – vehiCle 

mileAge  eeS 

two Pilot StudieS  regArdiNg  vehicle mileage  ees have already been 
completed, and a national evaluation is underway (7, 8, 9). Many states are 
looking at implementation studies o  their own. 

Legislatively appointed commissions, research agencies, stakeholder groups, 
and pro essional organizations have all weighed in on the topic. Several 
themes have developed (5, 10, 11): 

• The nation’s transportation system is  acing a crisis in terms o  long-term 
fnancial sustainability. 

• Fuel taxes should remain the primary source o  transportation revenue in 
the short term. 

• For the long term, alternatives to the  uel tax as the primary means o  
 unding in rastructure need to be evaluated. 

• Any alternatives that are implemented should be based on a “user pays” 
principle. 

Some o  the specifc fndings o  these entities are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Highlights of Findings from National Studies on Transportation Funding (5, 10, 11). 

reSeArChiNg eNtity CoNCluSioNS 

National Surface Transportation 
Infrastructure Financing 

Commission 

Concerns regarding global climate change and domestic dependence on foreign energy are 
creating a drive for greater fuel efciency and alternative fuel technology, undermining the 
ability of the fuel tax to sustain long-term transportation investment. 

Fuel taxes do not send appropriate market signals to drivers, leading to inefcient allocation 
of roadway resources. 

In the medium and long term, user charges based directly on miles traveled are the best 
option available. 

National Surface Transportation 
Policy an  Revenue Commission 

A comprehensive, performance-based approach to allocating necessary maintenance and 
infrastructure expansion funding should be developed. 

In the short term, fuel taxes should remain a staple of transportation investment revenue. 

In the long term (over 20 years), fuel taxes will be unsustainable and mileage-based user fees 
are among the most preferred alternatives. 

Transportation Research Boar  

Fuel consumption and fuel tax revenue could be depressed by advances in automobile tech-
nology, rising fuel prices, and energy and/or environmental regulations. 

The user fee principle of the fuel tax may be eroding as revenues are increasingly being spent 
on non-highway related programs and transportation agencies increasingly rely on non-user 
fee sources of revenue for highway development and maintenance 

Road use metering and mileage charging are the most promising techniques for directly as-
sessing road user charges. 
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Examples of Implementation 
While actual implementation o  vehicle mileage  ees has occurred only out-
side o  the United States, there have been several domestic demonstration 
projects. Two o  these were conducted at the state and local level, but there 
is currently an ongoing national U.S. Department o  Transportation- unded 
assessment being conducted by the University o  Iowa. 

Oregon Department of Transportation 
The frst domestic demonstration o  vehicle mileage  ees was conducted un-
der was conducted under Oregon’s Mileage 
Fee Concept and Road User Fee Pilot Pro-
gram. Launched in 2006, the Oregon De-
partment o  Transportation’s road user- ee 
study equipped vehicles with an on-board 
unit that recorded mileage driven within 
specifed zones. These units connected to 
the odometer to tally mileage and used 
global positioning system (GPS) satellite 
signals to determine the zone the vehicle 
was in. Mileage totals were transmitted to a 
billing center whenever a study participant 
would  uel the vehicle at a participating ser-
vice station. 

Since program participants still paid  uel 
taxes whenever they re ueled their vehicles, 
the vehicle mileage  ee was applied as a 
credit against the state  uel taxes paid. Over 
90 percent o  participants stated they would 
agree to continue paying the mileage  ee in 
lieu o  the gas tax i  the program were ex-
tended statewide. Oregon is interested in  
moving into a new phase with potentially 
broader implementation (7). 

Puget  ound Trafc Choices  tudy 
Using only incentives (participants could earn cash by reducing travel), this 
experiment aimed to determine the  easibility o  using GPS-based on-board 
units (OBUs) with a cellular-based transmission system. Puget Sound’s primary 
goal was to reduce vehicular trips and maintain a high level o  public accep-
tance. Transportation fnance was not a main consideration in the experiment. 

The study showed that participants reduced their travel in a manner that, i  
aggregated across the whole Puget Sound Region, would have a “major e -
 ect on transportation system per ormance.” The net beneft generated by the 
system over a 30-year period was estimated at $28 billion in today’s dollars (8). 

A study in 

Puget Sound 

estimated 

benefts of 

an incentive-

based system 

at $28 billion 

over 30 years. 
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U  DOT/University of Iowa Road 
User Charge  tudy 
This U.S. Department o  Transportation (US DOT) study is  
a national evaluation o  technological and pricing options 
 or a potential VMT-based  ee. The system being tested 
uses on-board receivers that work in conjunction with 
GPS satellite technology to determine each vehicle’s lo-
cation in relation to geographic in ormation system  fles 
stored in the on-board unit. 

Depending on the vehicle’s location, a price per mile will 
be afxed to that particular trip. This price per mile will 
be applied to the number o  miles traveled as provided 
by the vehicle’s odometer, with price changes occurring 
whenever the GPS system indicates that the vehicle has 
entered into an area with a diferent per-mile price or into 
a new jurisdiction. Data stored in the on-board unit will 
be uploaded via cellular technology to a billing and dis-
persal center on a pre-programmed schedule. 

The system is being tested by 2,700 volunteers represent-
ing 20 vehicle classes in six areas throughout the U.S., in-
cluding Austin (9). 

Germany’s  Heavy-Vehicle Charging  ystem 
The European Union restricts 
tolls on trucks to vehicles over 
12 tons, limits roadways that 
can be tolled, and limits the ag-
gregate charge to direct capital 
and operating costs imposed 
by truck trafc. As such, the 
main revenue objectives o  this 
system are to recover system 
costs associated with truck use 
and to fnance ongoing mainte-
nance and improvements. 

Other system goals include en-
vironmental mitigation via shi ts to lower-emission com-
mercial vehicles and the shi ting o   reight transport to 
rail. Fee amounts vary based on the diferent operational 
parameters o  the vehicles participating in the program 
and include  actors such as axle loads, the type o  road 
being traveled on, and a “ airness component” applied to 
minimize cross subsidization between user categories (2). 

Over 90% of 

participants 

were willing 

to pay a 

mileage fee 

in lieu of a 

fuel tax. 

Mileage Fee 

or 

Fuel Ta ? 
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Mileage counter and wireless 
mileage transmitter utilized 
in Oregon pilot program. 

ColleCtiNg 
ANd eN orCiNg 
vehiCle 
mileAge  eeS 
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the ComBiNAtioN  o   teChNologieS  and systems used to levy and col-
lect vehicle mileage  ees is re erred to as the system “architecture.”  The system 
architecture encompasses many interrelated aspects and afects every stage 
o  the vehicle mileage  ee system  rom collection o  raw data to the payment 
o  the bill. The determination o  this technological architecture should primar-
ily fow  rom a clearly articulated policy  ramework. The policy goals defned 
 or a vehicle mileage  ee system will help determine technology requirements 
which, in turn, will help defne how  ee assessment and payment occur. 

Examples of Policy Considerations 
For example, i  a system is needed strictly to replace the  uel tax and assess 
a  ee based on total miles driven regardless o  where the vehicle goes, then 
periodic odometer readings would likely sufce  or the purposes o  assessing 
the  ee. However, i  the system will charge diferent rates  or urban and rural 
roadways,  or example, then what technological capabilities will be required 
to accurately determine vehicle location? What i  there is a desire to prevent 
charging  or miles driven on private  arms and ranches? How will the system 
accommodate that policy objective? Governmental agencies will also need to 
decide how they want their  ees collected: 

• At the pump? 

• By mail? 

• Over the Internet? 

• By a fnancial institution and reimbursed to the government? 

Finally, what is the balance between personal privacy o  travel data and the 
ability  or the motorist to receive a detailed accounting o  road usage? (See 
“Addressing Privacy and Data Security Concerns” on page 22.) How does the 
technology design support the desired balance? Policy makers will have to 
answer these and other questions be ore a technological architecture sup-
porting a vehicle mileage  ee-based system can be established. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Determining the Fee Amount 
Technology options  or assessing and ultimately collecting vehicle mileage 
 ees are numerous, ranging  rom low-tech approaches, such as periodic 
odometer readings, to high-tech methods involving sophisticated on-board 
devices that ofer a range o  consumer services. There are also a multitude o  
 actors that can infuence technology decisions: 

• Interoperability with  ederal and state  ee systems, 

• Consumer interest in fexibility o  use and alternative payment methods, 

• Generational diferences in “com ort level” with technology, and 

• Future technological developments, including smart vehicle technolo-
gies and the explosive growth in the use and  unctionality o  personal 
in ormation devices such as smartphones. 

At the core o  these questions is the structure o  the overall system known 
as the logical architecture, which describes how the raw data collected by the 
system are ultimately converted to a bill paid by road users (12). The three com-
ponents o  a vehicle mileage  ee architecture are: roadway use assessment, 
charge computation, and vehicle-to-back-ofce communication. 

Roadway Use Assessment 
This re ers to the collection o  raw data describing vehicular movement. There 
are several options available  or the collection o  these data, ranging  rom low-
tech to high-tech: 

• Certifed manual odometer readings, 

• Data  rom vehicle on-board diagnostics to compute distance traveled, 
and 

• Detailed time and location stamping with a vehicle device on board, such 
as a GPS used with a map stored on the device. 

Charge Computation 
This re ers to data processing, where raw data are used to assess an amount 
owed. Depending on how the system is designed, this stage may occur en-
tirely on board the vehicle, at an administrative account ofce, or through a 
combination o  the two. This stage may also involve a third, private party.  

There are several possibilities  or computing the charge: 

• Retrieving the raw data  rom the vehicle and processing it in a billing 
center, 

• Processing the usage data within the on-board vehicle device itsel , or 

• Retrieving usage data and sending in ormation to a third party, where it is 
processed be ore being sent to a billing ofce. 
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Vehicle-to-back-ofce communication 
This re ers to the transmission o  data  or the purposes o  
calculating an amount owed or the transmission o  the 
already-computed amount owed  rom the vehicle to an 
administrative back ofce. This is the fnal stage in a ve-
hicle mileage  ee system’s logical architecture. The three 
communication confgurations discussed below are not 
mutually exclusive and could be implemented in combi-
nation with each other. 

• The least complex method by which to accomplish this 
would be to simply manuall  read  the odometer and 
then generate a bill, perhaps at annual vehicle inspec-
tions or with vehicle registration. 

• A localized, detection-based transmission  confg-
uration would have data uploaded via localized in ra-
structure, such as roadside beacons or tolling gantries, 
and sent to a billing center. This trans er would occur 
whenever the vehicle is near one o  these structures. 

• A wide-area, constantl  online  confguration would 
use a widely distributed network o  data readers that 
download data  rom vehicles within a large radius and 
 orward the data to a back ofce. Cell phone technol-
ogy, such as the global system  or mobile communica-
tions (GSM), might be used to collect and  orward in or-
mation in this manner. 

Payment Methods 
For actual payment o  mileage  ees, there are two pay-
ment options available: point-o -sale (pay at the pump) 
and periodic billing. 

Point of  ale (Pay at the Pump) 
Oregon has tested this method, which has an advantage 
in that it is similar to how drivers already pay  or road use 
through  uel taxes. It would require technology attached 
to a gas pump (Figure 3) and access to service station 
point-o -sale so tware in order to credit drivers  or any 
 uel taxes included in the purchase price o  their  uel. 

Paying at the pump could also more easily accommodate 
cash payments and would help ensure drivers pay the 
 ees, since vehicles could not be re ueled without paying 
either the mileage  ee or the  uel tax. However, the costs 

Figure 3. Wireless receiver (white box) mounted 
to fuel pump in Oregon pilot program. 

o  adapting  uel stations to accommodate a pay-at-the-
pump vehicle mileage  ee system could potentially be 
signifcant. Furthermore, a pay-at-the-pump confgura-
tion would likely not accommodate payment o   ees by 
vehicles that run on alternative  uels. 

Periodic Billing 
In periodic billing, travel data or an amount owed would 
be processed by a billing service on a periodic basis, such 
as weekly or monthly, and bills could then be mailed or 
e-mailed to users. Depending on how it is structured, this 
option would require more administrative  unctions, and 
drivers might be resistant to paying another bill every 
month. Another  orm o  periodic billing could entail pay-
ment through a credit card transaction with a fnancial in-
stitution or associating payment with vehicle inspections 
or registration. Payment over the Internet through online 
billing capabilities is another possibility. The current state-
wide toll collection and payment system, TxTAG, operates 
in a similar manner.  
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Enforcement 
It is important that vehicle mileage  ees be seen as  air, 
meaning that everyone who is required to pay them does 
so. (See also “Equity Concerns Regarding Vehicle Mileage 
Fees” on page 24.) Due to the potential complexity o  ve-
hicle mileage  ees, the likely reliance on advanced tech-
nology, and the  act that they might be collected through 
the mail or online, real potential exists  or signifcant num-
bers o  drivers avoiding paying the  ees.  Listed here are 
a  ew options to help ensure that this does not happen. 

•  En orcement can be built into the means of pa -
ment. Both payment at the time o  vehicle registration 
and payment at the pump provide this, since drivers 
would not be able to register or re uel their vehicles 
without paying the  ee. 

•  In mobile enforcement, responsibility would  all on 
designated law en orcement entities that would be no-
tifed by the system back ofce that a particular vehicle 
is in violation. 

•  automatic number plate recognition (anPr)  is 
another en orcement option. Roadside cameras would 
be set up to scan license plate numbers.  Cameras 
would be used to catch users in the act o  driving with 
unpaid vehicle mileage  ee bills or mal unctioning on-
board device. 

Considerations for Developing 
On-Board Technology 
I  the proposed system is to rely on in-vehicle technology, 
policy makers will have to address issues associated with 
the transition in terms o  the vehicle “feet” (i.e., the total 
number o  vehicles to be converted). Once a decision is 
made to install a specifc device at the manu acturer level, 
it may take 10 to 15 years be ore the  ull vehicle feet has 
the technology (12). 

The use o  a ter-market devices addresses a need to 
implement the system without  ull feet turnover, but 
has the drawback o  not being available to all users (see 
Table  2  or implications). Technologies with open system 
standards would allow a mileage charging system to 
evolve with technology advances and consumer needs, 
 acilitating organic development o  service options and 
fexible methods o  payment (13). 

Leveraging On-board Technology 
for Value-added  ervices 
The proposed technology could potentially lead to the 
development o  numerous value-added services that 
could enhance the overall utility o  the system to po-
tential users (see Figure 4). Value-added services could 
 acilitate a transition by helping the new  ee gain public 

Table 2.  Implications of After Market Devices. 

queStioN imPliCAtioNS 

After-market 
Devices versus 

Original Equipment 
Manufacturers 

(OEM) 

Should after-market 
devices be allowed, or 
will all vehicles need to 
be equipped with the 
necessary equipment by 
the manufacturer? 

Using after-market devices could bring the cost of on-board units (OBUs) 
down signifcantly, as a market for these devices (such as personal GPS 
units) already exists.  Furthermore, after-market devices could also enable 
greater customization for users. After-market devices ensure that already-
manufactured vehicles can participate in a vehicle mileage fee program. 
However, some drivers may not ever buy an after-market device on their 
own, meaning they may not be acceptable for a total transition away from 
the fuel tax. 

Installation 

Should OBUs require 
certifed installation, or 
can self installation be 
accommodated? 

OBUs that connect to the vehicle’s diagnostic port will likely require 
certifed installation, while those using only GPS to measure distance 
could conceivably be self-installed.  Certifed installations could constitute 
a signifcant startup cost but would likely result in a device that is more 
reliable. Self-installed devices may be more prone to user error. 
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PoteNtiAl vAlue-Added APPliCAtioNS 

Safety Applications Mobility Applications Personal Applications 
In-vehicle signage 

Curve speed warning 

Signal and stop sign violation warning 

Road and trafc condition warning 

Collision warning 

Travel time studies 

Congestion pricing 

Planning studies 

Routing assistance 

Environmental mitigation 

Real-time trafc information 

Parking locator 

Pay-as-you-drive insurance 

Personal navigation 

Parking payment 

Figure 4. Potential Value-
added Applications 
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acceptance, since the public may pre er a new  ee system that provides extra 
services compared to the old, more limited system. Mileage  ees alone, while 
potentially enhancing the overall transportation system, do not ofer added 
value to the individual driver. However, the ability to provide these services will 
depend a great deal on how open the  ee system’s architecture will be. Open 
systems, as opposed to closed systems, are dynamic, very adaptable, and al-
low  or various applications to be developed and applied to the system  rom 
external sources. The iPhone may be thought o  as a type o  open system, as it 
allows  or the utilization o  numerous applications developed on an on-going 
basis. Thus, developing an open vehicle mileage  ee system architecture will 
allow  or users to customize how they use it outside o  merely paying  or road 
use. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 mAjor PoliCy iSSueS 
ASSoCiAted with 
the New SyStem 

SigNi iCANt PoliCy iSSueS, such as those presented below, should be 
addressed be ore laying the groundwork  or a  uture vehicle mileage  ee sys-
tem. How these questions are answered will infuence how a  uture system is 
designed and administered. 

What policy goals should be considered? 
Vehicle mileage  ees could potentially provide a plat orm  or addressing nu-
merous transportation-related policy goals outside o  revenue generation. As 
such, they can be structured in numerous ways. These include: 

• Congestion pricing, 

• Variable  ee based on vehicle type, 

• Fee based on pavement impacts, 

• Fee based on emissions, or 

• Pricing to attain regional air quality initiatives. 

Do vehicle mileage fees replace or supplement the fuel tax? 
There are both pros and cons to either replacing or supplementing the  uel 
tax with the vehicle mileage  ee. Implementing the vehicle mileage  ee as a 
supplemental revenue source to the  uel tax would allow the  uel tax to re-
main in place and  unction more as a true emissions tax. Owners o  less  uel-
efcient vehicles would continue to pay more in  uel taxes on a mile-by-mile 
basis, and incentives to purchase more  uel-efcient vehicles would remain. 
Furthermore, there would be no need to integrate the mileage  ee with the 
 uel tax system, since there would be no need to credit drivers  or  uel taxes 
paid. However, there would likely be strong public resistance to the imposition 
o  a new  ee on top o  the existing  uel tax. 

Which fee would the vehicle mileage fee replace? 
I  vehicle mileage  ees are implemented as a replacement to an existing rev-
enue source, they do not necessarily have to replace  uel taxes. For example, 
vehicle registration  ees are typically based on the type o  vehicle in terms o  
year, make, model, and weight. They do not refect actual roadway use. These 
 ees, rather than  uel taxes, could be adapted to account  or mileage, which 
could potentially have numerous advantages over replacing  uel taxes with 
vehicle mileage  ees. 

• With registration  ees there would be no need to account  or  uel taxes paid 
at the pump. 

• Fuel taxes could remain in place as an emissions tax, preserving incentives 
 or the purchase o  more environmentally  riendly vehicles. 

• Accounting systems are already in place  or the collection o  vehicle reg-
istration  ees, so capital costs with regard to implementation would be 
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minimized relative to implementation o  a technology-intensive replace-
ment to the  uel tax. 

What are the considerations when 
phasing in the new fee system? 
Depending on the phase-in schedule adopted, drivers might be in danger o  
paying both taxes at once, since the vehicle mileage  ee could be operating in 
parallel with any  ees replaced. Double charging motorists  or road use should 
be avoided i  the new  ee system is to maintain high public acceptability. One 
approach  or implementation may involve opt-in participation by motorists 
who gain access to other consumer-oriented services  acilitated by on-board 
 ee collection technology, such as real-time traveler in ormation, distance-
based car insurance, and payment  or parking. 

Should the fees be voluntary or compulsory? 
This decision will depend a great deal on system goals. I  the system is de-
veloped to replace the  uel tax, then participation will be mandatory. I  the 
system operates parallel with the  uel tax, it could be voluntary. Its success will 
depend largely on the incentives ofered to participate. These incentives may 
take many  orms, but  or the most part they will need to be an added value 
to the system user. For example, ofering motorists the choice o  manually 
reporting their mileage at a fat rate versus electronic metering may provide a 
publicly acceptable transition strategy. 

How will revenue be distributed? 
How revenues are distributed will depend on system goals. I  the system is de-
veloped to replace the  uel tax, then revenues will most likely be dedicated to 
state highway  und accounts. However, i  more specifc goals are adopted— 
such as covering maintenance costs on specifc roadways or mitigating the 
impact o  congestion on the environment—then policies addressing revenue 
distribution will have to be developed specifc to those goals. 

Cost Allocation 
A vehicle mileage  ee system directly refects the amount o  travel on the sys-
tem, a key  actor afecting the costs o  supplying, operating, and maintaining 
highway services. It thereby has the potential to trans orm the way transporta-
tion resources are allocated. Under some vehicle mileage  ee proposals, rev-
enue generation could be determined down to the  acility level. This means 
that transportation ofcials could determine how much revenue specifc 
roadway  acilities generate. Such a confguration would allow transportation 
ofcials to better target  unding to areas and  acilities most heavily used, since 
vehicle mileage  ees are directly related to use and the most heavily used  a-
cilities will generate the most revenue. 

There are 

both pros and 

cons to either 

replacing or 

supplementing 

the fuel tax 

with the vehicle 

mileage fee. 
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System Management 
Vehicle mileage  ees can provide  or a more efcient use o  roadway  acilities 
through pricing. Fuel taxes do not encourage drivers to take into account the 
added strain they place on the area network by traveling during congested 
periods o  the day. Drivers are charged the same regardless o  whether they 
travel during periods o  high congestion or during of-peak periods. 

Vehicle mileage user  ees could potentially be structured to vary the price by 
 acility, time o  day, or congestion levels. As a result, travelers may be more 
likely to shi t trip times  rom peak to of-peak, reduce trips and trip distances, 
increase ridesharing modes, or telecommute. Such a system could also set 
price according to impacts to the physical in rastructure, such as vehicle size 
and weight. 

Pricing for  ystem Management —  tockholm Cordon Pricing 
Since 2006, the city o  Stockholm, Sweden, has used road pricing to manage 
demand within the congested core o  the city. The test system began by levy-
ing a congestion tax on vehicles entering a cordon area surrounding the cen-
tral inner city. The congestion tax was levied on certain vehicles (excluding 
alternative  uel vehicles, emergency vehicles, and buses) entering the cordon 
between 6:30 am and 6:30 pm, Monday through Friday. The charge varied, 
with peak periods having the highest charge. 

The goal o  the program was to reduce trafc congestion, cut greenhouse 
gas emissions, and increase transit ridership. Vehicles entering the central 
cordon area were equipped with a transponder that communicated with 18 
“gateways” bordering the cordon area  or the purpose o  assessing the  ee. 
Mounted cameras photographed  ront and rear license plates  or en orce-
ment purposes. 

During the initial trial o  the tax, the number o  vehicles entering the priced 
cordon was reduced 18 percent, transit use increased 7 percent, and CO

2 
 emis-

sions dropped 10 percent (2). 
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Since 

implementing 

its experiment 

with road 

pricing in 2006, 

Stockholm 

has seen an 

 8% percent 

reduction 

congestion, a 

7% increase in 

transit use, and 

a  0% drop in 

CO2
 emissions. 
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ChAlleNgeS to 
imPlemeNtAtioN: 

PuBliC ACCePtANCe 

there Are NumerouS  ChAlleNgeS  in developing and implementing 
vehicle mileage  ees. However, issues o  public acceptance may be one o  the 
most challenging, especially regarding privacy. The public might associate a 
vehicle mileage  ee with the notion o  being “tracked.” Furthermore, there are 
strong public concerns about in ormation security. Fuel taxes are easy to pay, 
cheap to collect, and perhaps most important, anonymous. I  vehicle mileage 
 ees are to gain a high level o  public acceptance, systems  or the security o  
in ormation and privacy protection must be demonstrated. 

Addressing Privacy and Data Security Concerns 
Some potential strategies  or addressing privacy concerns (14) include: 

• Not allowing the collection o  more data than needed  or the primary 
purpose o  the system, 

• Clearly articulating the level o  accuracy expected  rom data collection 
tools, 

• Clearly stating when data are to be collected and what they are to be 
used  or, 

• Re raining  rom using data  or new purposes without consent, 

• Ensuring data are sa e and secure and that only needed data are retained, 

• Allowing users the opportunity to correct  aulty data, and 

• Proactively supporting the above principles. 

In the study o  mileage-based user  ees (See ”Oregon Department o  Trans-
portation” on page 11.), Oregon helped protect driver privacy by establishing 
a zone-based system. Only general location data were required to determine 
what zone the driver was in. This allowed  or accurate in-state mileage to be 
calculated without the need  or specifc trip data. 

The on-board units used in the University o  Iowa’s road user- ee assessment 
study (See “US DOT/University o  Iowa Road User Charge Study” on page 12.) re-
tain location data only  or the minimal time necessary to calculate  ee charges. 
All charges are computed on the vehicle itsel , and only the aggregated mile-
age charges are transmitted to the network operation center. It is impossible 
 or the system to “track” participants. 

Concerns about Efcient Spending 
Much o  the public’s aversion to a new transportation fnancing system stems 
 rom the perception that the transportation  unding and fnancing system is 
waste ul. The notorious Alaskan “bridge to nowhere” is viewed by much o  the 
public as the per ect illustration o  waste ul transportation spending. Much o  
the public’s perception o  waste ul spending, however, is rooted in a lack o  
understanding about transportation fnancing in general. 
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One example o  this is the public’s general lack o  understanding o  how the 
 uel tax works (15, 16, 17). This presents an additional barrier to gaining public 
acceptance o  the need  or alternatives to the  uel tax. 

For example, most people do not know: 

• How much they spend at any given time on  uel taxes, 

• What the  ederal and state  uel tax rates are, 

• Fuel taxes are afxed to the gallon, not the purchase price, 

• Federal and state  uel taxes have not been raised in over 15 years, or that 

• One quarter o  gross state  uel tax collections is dedicated to the Available 
School Fund. 

The Texas Department o  Transportation receives only about 86 percent o  net 
state  uel tax revenues. 

Concerns about Losing an Incentive for Fuel Efciency 
Concerns have been expressed about vehicle mileage  ees essentially amount-
ing to punishment  or the drivers o   uel-efcient cars and hybrids. Further-
more, there is widespread belie  that implementing such a  ee system would 
remove the incentive to purchase  uel-efcient vehicles.  While it is true that 
these drivers will be paying more under a vehicle mileage  ee system than 
they would in  uel taxes, the increased cost in terms o  taxes paid is minimal 
compared to the other savings that these vehicles provide. Analysis shows 
that while a hybrid driver would indeed pay more in mileage-based  ees than 
 uel taxes annually, these drivers will still see substantial savings in terms o   uel 
purchased over the drivers o  less  uel-efcient vehicles (18). In other words, 
a vehicle mileage  ee will not have enough o  an impact in terms o  overall 
vehicle ownership costs to make hybrids and similar vehicles undesirable to 
drivers.   

Furthermore, mileage  ees do not have to be the same  or all types o  vehicles. 
Rates could vary based on attributes like vehicle weight and/or emissions class. 
Assessing diferential mileage rates by emissions class would preserve existing 
incentives  or purchasing  uel-efcient vehicles, i  this is a policy objective. 

An incentive such as reduced  uel taxes (or in the case o  electric vehicles, no 
 uel taxes) can be environmentally desirable. Still, “green” vehicles nonethe-
less contribute to wear and tear o  the highway system and use scarce road 
space in congested urban communities. During times o  high congestion, an 
electric vehicle (depending on size) uses an equivalent amount o  road space 
as a  uel-tax-paying vehicle. This consumption impacts the pavement as well 
as the overall cost o  congestion to all vehicles. 

Vehicle mileage  ees represent one solution to capturing some o  this cost. 
Similarly, vehicles that have a greater impact on pavement deterioration could 
pay a higher mileage rate. 

A vehicle 

mileage fee 

will not have 

enough of an 

impact in terms 

of overall vehicle

ownership 

costs to make 

hybrids and 

similar vehicles 

undesirable to 

drivers. 
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Highway 

maintenance 

and congestion 

costs may 

be lower in 

rural areas, so 

vehicle mileage 

fees can be 

structured to 

vary based on 

whether travel 

is occurring in 

the city or the 

country. 

Equity Concerns Regarding Vehicle Mileage Fees 
There are likely to be concerns about equity (or  airness) with regard to 
mileage -based user  ees, which can be structured to collect the same amount 
o  revenue as the gas tax currently does. Because the public is unaware o  the 
impact o  greater  uel efciencies on gas tax revenues, however, vehicle mile-
age  ees might be seen as an added tax. 

Research into possible relationships between personal income and  uel e -
fciency is ongoing (19), but it is hypothesized that individuals with lower 
income are more likely to drive less  uel-efcient vehicles. I  this is the case, 
lower-income drivers currently shoulder more o  the burden o  fnancing the 
transportation system because they are most likely paying more per mile o  
travel in  uel taxes. Vehicle mileage  ees would equalize this cost across user 
groups and could even be structured in a progressive manner to charge less 
 or travel by low-income drivers. 

Equity concerns with regard to transportation development have o ten been 
addressed through transit development. Transit, where available, is o ten uti-
lized to a higher extent by lower-income individuals without access to per-
sonal vehicles and, there ore, unable to beneft  rom roadway development. 
Designing a vehicle mileage  ee system where a portion o  the revenues col-
lected is dedicated to transit development may alleviate potential income eq-
uity issues. 

Rural areas, specifcally, have expressed concern that  ees based on actual 
miles traveled would disproportionately burden residents o  remote rural ar-
eas that generally make long-distance trips (17). Furthermore, rural areas gen-
erally lack the availability o  transit service  ound in larger metropolitan areas. 
This means that there are  ewer (i  any) options available  or those not wishing 
to travel by personal vehicle and incur the  ee. 

Structuring a mileage  ee so the rate varies based on whether travel is occur-
ring in urban versus rural areas is logical, given that costs o  highway mainte-
nance and congestion can be lower in rural areas. It might also be necessary to 
develop  ee systems that accurately account  or and discount mileage accrued 
on private property. This could be a particularly important issue  or ranchers 
and  armers, since they are more likely to generate signifcant mileage on their 
own property and should not have to pay  ees  or that mileage. 
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texAS  will CoNtiNue  to grow and so will its transportation network. 
The economic reality o  road maintenance and expansion over the next two 
decades makes it clear that relying on the  uel tax as a  unding mechanism 
will prove inadequate. An alternative  unding mechanism better correlated to 
road usage is a logical approach to avoiding the fnancial short all. 

CoNCluSioN 

Already under study in the U.S. and abroad, road use  ee strategies are proving 
to be a promising way to bridge this economic gap. With thought ul policy 
decisions on the  ront end, the implementation o  an efcient technologi-
cal architecture, and real attention to public needs and concerns, the vehicle 
mileage  ee has the potential to be an efective alternative to the state  uel 
tax. Though there are many challenges  acing implementation o  a new  ee 
system, the application o  a vehicle mileage  ee in Texas is worth exploring. 

The economic reality of road maintenance  

and expansion makes it clear that  

relying on the fuel ta  as 
a funding mechanism 

will prove 
inadequate. 
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